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Gemini May 21 – June 21 

Versatility is a word often used when it comes to Gemini, but when does versatile
turn into having too much to do to be able to finish what you started? There’s
something to be said for breaking tasks down into smaller modules and discipline,
things that aren’t natural to Gemini but necessary to make the most of their huge
capacity for logical thought. Boredom is usually at the heart of their wanderings, 
 preventing it is important to them. The the best way for Gemini to learn is to take on
more than one discipline at a time, that seems to fit the way they work,  a word of
warning, more than one, less than three! 

As a sign that’s ruled by the element of air they are quick witted and use their mind
rather than their emotions, that doesn’t mean to say they don’t have emotions it
simply means that even if they feel something to the bottom of their boots they won’t
do anything with it until they've applied logic. There are many occasions when this
will stand them in good stead, but finding a balancing point where both thoughts
and feelings can play their part would be better. 

They are very keen to put their point of view across, but just how keen are they to
listen to others? On the surface I am sure they will say they are very happy to listen
to other people, before you know what’s happening Gemini can see your lips
moving but hear nothing but the voice in their head going me next, me next, me
next! 

They are happy with change, in fact it’s more interesting for them than any other
sign, but sudden change is something else, that's not so much fun and mainly down
to the issue of control

The talkative side of their nature can lead them into careers within the media,
communications and sales, where they can really thrive. They are very easy to spot
as they don't take a breath between sentences. Just saying. 

Butterflies and Bees are synonymous with Gemini, creatures that flit from flower to
flower. 

Gemini character traits

Flexible, talkative, youthful, communicator, nosey, nervous, inconsistent.



T O D A Y ' S /     /Date

NOTES

Where you do I show those traits in my own
life?  Where do I chatter, approach with a cool

logic? 

What Gemini traits do I observe in those born
under the sign?  





T O D A Y ' S /     /Date

NOTES

My own Mercury is in what Sign, what does it
mean? 

How can I work with the positive aspects of it, and
understand the challenges? 



Mercury in Tarot 
 

The Magus (the Magician) 

Number – I

Nature – Can do! 

Aim – Become aware of all you are capable of.

Strength – Action, energy and ability.

Weakness – Ego, misuse of information, sometimes dangerous gossip.

As with all good magicians he has surrounded himself with his tools of the trade. The wand,
sword, cup and disk shows he is master of the elements of fire, air, water and earth meaning
he can manifest whatever he wants through the proper use of his talents. Activity is indicated a
chance to get on and do things, and do things you must. Mischief can also be shown, usually it
means someone who says a little more than they ought to at a time not appropriate but they
will inevitably talk their way out of it! Mercury is the winged messenger of the Gods and as
such he usually says things are on their way – listen carefully, keep your eyes wide open and
trust in what you see and hear; but check the facts before acting! 



The Lovers
 

Number – VI
 

Nature – Unification, marriage, opposite attract. 

Aim – Two become one. 

Strength – A choice made from the depths of your heart, courageous decision. 

Weakness – Indecisiveness, love as a fantasy, sacrifice of self for another. 

This card may seem obvious to decipher and in some cases it is, but what if it comes up
when the question is about something unrelated to love – say career for example. The
duality of the card comes into play and suggests a choice has to be made, it won’t tell
you what that choice is, it will however show the answer lies within you and all you have
to do is to be emotionally honest with yourself. The two people in this card represent the
severing of one, in other words what is needed to become whole again? For me this
card is always welcome when the question is about love as it indicates there is a strong
bond, but does it mean physical love? That all depends again on the cards around it and
it’s position. When it isn’t about love I take it as a sign I should look deeper and find my
own solutions because I already know the answer. 

Gemini Card 



T O D A Y ' S /     /Date

NOTES

Where could I communicate more clearly?  

Can I find time to read more, chat with friends,
include more mind expanding moments? 





T O D A Y ' S /     /Date

NOTES

How do I resonate with Raphael's energy?  

Meditate on the name or image.
What information comes you?  



Tarot Spread for Gemini Season   

1.What is the major theme of Gemini season for me?
 
2.What area of my life needs clearer communication? 

3.What action needs to be taken?  

4.Message from Raphael.



T O D A Y ' S /     /Date

NOTES

What synchronicities happened this month? 

I found Gemini energy working 
through these events 

I noticed Raphael's energy  here

My Tarot/Oracle cards revealed this 

One motivational sentence to sum up 
Gemini Season. 


